
NEWSLETTER: FIRST QUARTER 2011

FIRST OF ALL: HAPPY NEW YEAR!

2011 has got off to a cracking start and it looks very likely that this will be the turn  
around year not just for the economy but also for the UHTFC! The new committee has been  
busy reviving the club and by now most of you may have noticed that change is in the air. 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 

As we begin a new year it is perhaps worth looking back to where we were at this time in 
2010, and forward, to where we hope and plan to be in 2011. 

January 2010 will, with the benefit of hindsight, probably be remembered as the nadir in 
the UHTFC’s history. A combination of factors had brought the club to its knees and the 
prospects for the year ahead looked decidedly grim. A steadily declining membership base 
over the previous decade had created a cash flow crisis which in turn had necessitated the 
closure of the office. This created a feedback loop whereby the ability to communicate with 
the membership base and maintain decent records deteriorated, resulting in the loss of 
further members. Furthermore, Bill Simson, who had pretty much been running the club 
single-handedly, experienced a huge increase in his personal workload and became unable to 
dedicate the kind of hours he had previously. In addition, the club was still trying to stock a  
still water portfolio that catered for nearly 1000 members rather than the more realistic 
300.  This  resulted  in  under-stocking  and  further  undermining  the  quality  of  the  club’s 
resources.

While all of the above made it patently clear that radical action was required to save the 
club it was difficult to determine exactly what form such action might take. The cash flow 
crisis had exerted a certain paralysis over the operating ability of the club and the inability 
to  afford  office  space  or  a  secretary  only  exacerbated  this.  The  lack  of  an  office,  in 
particular, was a fundamental issue both with the committee and the members but it was in  
this department that the first glimmers of hope emerged. 

In October the Club’s old premises across the road from the school became available and, 
crucially, the landlord offered them to us rent free. Then, on the 23rd of October, a well 
attended AGM was held where there was lively and fruitful debate from the floor. The true 
severity of the Club’s position was appreciated by those present and the many difficulties 
faced by the committee made clear. 

The major outcome of this was the appointment of three new committee members, namely 
Hal  Wooding  (Secretary),  Ian  Davies  (Treasurer)  and  Stelios  Comninos.  Besides  fresh 
enthusiasm these three gentlemen have brought some crucial skills onto the committee. Hal 
and Stelios have considerable experience in the field of computers and web design while Ian 
comes from a financial background and has been able to dedicate time and expertise to the 
problems  facing  the  Club  in  this  department.  The  efforts  of  these  three  men,  and  in 
particular Hal, have had a considerable impact over the last two months and allow me to 
report on some extremely positive developments.
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Firstly, on Monday the 13th of December, we re-opened the office, and whilst it was initially 
only for the festive season and being run on a volunteer basis by the committee members 
and a few hardy souls, we have high hopes that it might become permanent at some stage in 
2011. Obviously what is required is a full-time secretary, who would require some form of 
remuneration, and currently this is beyond the Club’s means. However the committee is 
looking at different options such as temporary opening hours over weekends and holidays 
and we have had some approaches from people who would be willing to volunteer their time 
over such periods. What we are trying to avoid is making commitments we subsequently 
can’t fulfil. Nonetheless the outlook for the office is, on the whole, positive.

The second significantly positive development is that the website is about to be introduced 
to the 21st century. Hal and Stelios have been pooling their collective knowledge and are 
currently working on a new website that will be far more user friendly and interactive and 
most importantly, current. The aim is to create a forum where all information pertinent to 
the club, such as catch returns, beats, stocking policies, membership lists and so on can be 
accessed by paid up members at the touch of a button. Furthermore, the thinking is to make 
the website a kind of virtual office where the committee members can manage the Club’s  
affairs  in  their  own  time  and  from  their  own  homes  thus  lightening  the  load  on  any 
prospective office secretary.

All in all 2010 was a tough year but I firmly believe that the corner has been turned and I 
look forward to 2011 with a sense of anticipation and real optimism. 

Spurgeon Flemington
(Chairman)

WHAT WENT DOWN AT THE AGM

The club AGM was held on the 23rd of October, 10:00am at the Underberg Country Club 
and there was a better turn out than there has been in recent years. 

Bill  gave a  review of  the financial  and membership status  of  the club  that  was  rather 
sobering.  Declining membership and increasing costs have taken their toll over the years. 
There was much discussion about how to re-invent the club and get things motivated ranging 
from dropping waters to raising membership fees and cutting costs by making the club more 
“e” friendly. Most of what was said was quite right but requires a lot of effort! 

Your new committee....
 Spurgeon Flemington agreed to stay on as chairman and is determined to turn the 

club around! His grandfather, Billy Hughes who was a founding member of the club 
would be turning in his grave if it were any other way.

 Bill agreed to stay on in an advisory capacity. Bill has long since overpaid his club dues 
and we are more than a little grateful for his ongoing support (More about this later)

 Mouldy Mulder also agreed to stay on but resigned late last year. He has been a figure 
in the club for years  working quietly and tirelessly in the background. Thank you 
Mouldy for all your efforts!

 Alan Payne is also still on the committee and mainly looking after the clubs waters 
and infrastructure.

 Wolf Avni stayed on as stocking advisor.
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New blood…..
 Ian Davies was voted onto the committee. Ian recently tried to retire to Underberg 

from his Consulting Engineering business but doesn't quite seem to be able to do it. 
None the less he is making more than enough time to take on the role of Treasurer.

 Stelios Comninos was voted onto the committee to get the concept of a “virtual  
office” going.

 Hal Wooding was also voted in to take on the role of IT manager and work with 
Stelios.  With Mouldy's resignation Hal has also become the club secretary. 

So with a new committee installed the work began! And so much has been happening that 
the committee has been meeting twice a month instead of the usual once.

THE OFFICE

As per the last issue of this newsletter the old office at Pimento's  has been reoccupied 
however, in November the decision was taken to man the office as well. Normal old hours 
8:00-10:00am, 7 days a week even on Christmas day! (Thanks Mouldy!) Just like the good old 
days! This has been a boon to the club and it has been wonderful to see so many old faces 
walk in the door. Thank you for the encouragement we've received. We've also managed to 
get a host of old members who had fallen by the way side back on the books. Furthermore, 
day visitors over the Christmas period brought in a tidy sum which has been a great boost!  
The committee has been rotating on office duty but we were a little short-handed with all  
the Christmas holidays. In stepped a local member, Brendon Devine. Brendon has put in a lot 
of effort manning the office and so at the first committee meeting in January he was co-
opted on. 

We're not sure yet what this year will bring in terms of keeping the office open. At the 
moment we will definitely be open Friday to Sunday, 8-10am and on public holidays and 7 
days a week during school holidays. Beyond that, the committee is still in thought. During 
a normal week of school term, if one person comes into the office it's a busy week which 
hardly makes it worth keeping the office open.

MEMBERSHIP

The  committee  wishes  to  heartily  welcome  the  following  new  members  and  new,  old 
members to the club:

• David Wasserman
• Michael Brender-a-Brandis
• Samuel Coetzee and family
• Oliver Collins

• Terrence Letley

FINANCES

Thankfully, the Clubs finances have greatly improved since the AGM. The committee has 
been driving ahead with contacting members whose invoices may have been “lost in the 
mail”. So far 68% of members have paid their subs and we will find the rest! Furthermore, 
the committee is  planning a comprehensive stocking program for the year. You  will  find 
attached to this letter a list of the dams and stockings over the last years and in future 
there will be a special feature in these newsletters about stockings that have taken place.
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MEMBERSHIP CARDS

Yes, they're late! We know and we apologise! But we have an excuse! The office PC was 
struck by lightening in late 2009 and we have never been able to get the licensing for the  
card printer sorted out. 

The problems are now rectified  and with this  letter you should find your spanking new 
membership card. We are also distributing car disks from this year in an effort to curb 
poaching. Please fill in your membership number and vehicle registration and display your 
disk on the dashboard when out on the water. 

The committee is going to be making new efforts to curb illegal fishing and anyone caught 
will have their fishing equipment confiscated and be brought before the magistrate.

FISHING REPORT

With the recent heavy rains the rivers are well up and some would argue impossible to fish. 
None the less some intrepid fishermen have been trying in the upper reaches but the fishing 
is tough and catches have been few. Some of the club dam levels dropped to dangerously 
low levels in late winter due to heavy irrigation but amazingly these are now all overflowing  
and fishing reasonably. In the dams, unfortunately the hot weather has suppressed our scaly  
friend’s  appetite  so  once  again  the  fishing  has  been  hard  going.  Alan  measured  the 
temperature at Lake Ringstead as being 21 deg at 3 meters a few weeks ago. Even so he 
returned a tidy 6 pounder.

Of the dams, Blair Athol should be worthwhile as it is clear and full. Trelevan’s number 2 
dam and Lake Ringstead will produce some fine fish from a kick boat or tube. The Grange 
and Isabella are ideal for an early morning session with Peakvale and Lund’s a worthy outing 
after midday.

Overall it must be said that the fish per rod has been pretty abysmal for December. None 
the less conditions should improve as the water levels in the rivers start dropping and the 
dams start cooling down.

Please don't forget to let the club office have your catch returns.

WATERS

We are pleased to announce that we have some new (old) waters on the books. James's Dam 
has been returned to the club as well as Callaway on the Umzimkulu. We thank Chris Dwen 
and Kevin Pricemore for allowing us the use of these waters.

On a sadder note, the committee has decided to stop stocking some waters. This is not due 
to financial reasons but some dams have simply become unfishable due to weed and bass. 
So,  the  following  dams  have  been  removed  from  the  club  waters:  Triangle, Turners, 
Otterburn

CATCH RETURNS

We have seen an improvement in the percentage of bookings for which we receive catch 
returns but we have a long way to go. Catch returns are vital for stocking estimates and 
without them we have no idea what we are doing. 

Over the next few months we will be establishing a system to tally bookings against catch 
returns and for those who don't submit their returns timeously there will be trouble.

Please email all catch returns to admin@uhtfc.co.za or hand them in at the office.
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FROM MR I.T. 

Yes, finally the club has acknowledged that the digital age is here to stay and is playing 
catch up. If you have not received an email from the club recently requesting an email 
address confirmation then we don't have you. Please send an email to admin@uhtfc.co.za 
and get yourself on the circulation list. The web site is currently undergoing a ground up 
revamp and will include maps, booking information and current dam statuses. In due course 
we will also be adding an e-booking service as well as electronic catch returns. This is a BIG 
project but one that we are determined to complete and all those on the mailing list will 
get updates as it goes live.

In future this  newsletters primary mode of distribution will  be electronic. Members who 
specifically  wish  to  receive their  newsletters  by post  are  welcome to  do so  but please 
contact the club and confirm your postal address. Post is expensive these days and we don't  
want these newsletters being returned as undelivered. This hardcopy will  be distributed 
once a year with the annual membership cards.

CHANGES TO BOOKING PROCEDURE

The committee has decided to change the booking procedure back to something like what it  
was before. The service that we have been using, convenient as it is, has resulted in a lack  
of control over bookings, membership, catch returns, etc. In future all bookings will be able 
to be made by phone through the club office during the hours from 8am-5pm daily. If the 
office is closed the call will be automatically transferred to the duty manager and he will 
take the booking. Similarly the keys are going to be recovered from the Spar and will be 
available through the office or the duty manager. We apologise for any inconvenience but 
this will definitely be easier to manage and should be straight forward to adopt as most 
people are familiar with the old system.

The changeover date is the 31st of March.

EMERGENCY ASSIST

The  club  subscribes  to  the  Underberg  Community  Watch  and  as  such  all  members  are 
covered while fishing. If you need any assistance from being stuck in the mud to vehicle 
trouble  and medical  emergencies  you  can  call  033-7021114.  From there an appropriate 
response will be arranged. Please note that the assistance itself is not free and you will still 
have to pay! i.e. if you need a tow truck then you will have to pay for it but at least it will  
come! And don't phone the Community Watch to ask for fishing!

THE LIBRARY

The club has an extensive and impressive collection of books and papers that are kept at the 
club office. We encourage members to make use of this resource and you are welcome to 
borrow the books. You will need your membership card and to sign for the books but please 
just remember to return them. 

CLASSIFIEDS

We are starting a new item in the newsletters here. If you want to sell or buy some fishing 
equipment send us a mail and we will put it here. This is a guaranteed way to find (or get 
rid of) that item.

BUDDY LIST

Another new item. If you would prefer to fish with someone then send us a mail and we'll 
put your name and number here. Fly-fishing needn't be a solo affair.
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RECIPROCITY

The UHTFC and the FFA have negotiated a reciprocal agreement which will be of particular 
interest to our members in the Pietermaritzburg and Durban areas. Their chair, Mr Harry 
McGregor sent us the following by email.

“We have waters at Mt West at two farms. The main water at the Brewitt's has two dams, a  
large dam (Top dam) away from the house and a smaller dam (Dairy dam) past the dairy.  
Both dams are well stocked and produce some good size fish.

We have over the past 7 years stocked 600 in Top dam and 150 in Dairy dam (8-10 inches).  
Last year we also stocked 3000 and 1000 fingerlings in the dams.

Our club rules limit us to 2 fish per day and we encourage our motto - "Limit your catch,  
don't catch your limit". You will see in our mag that Mt West also has a house for rent.

Glen Afton B&B on the Mt West road has two dams for guests booked in and a private dam  
which we manage. Both dams have Bass & Trout and we have designated this dam as a  
future trophy dam. The rule for this dam is also in the mag, where we remove all bass  
under 30cms and return if over 30 cms. Trout of any size must be returned. I have taken 27  
bass in +/- two hours on a 2 wgt rod which was great fun.

The fees for your members fishing our waters is as above (R80.00) and what we plan is to  
invite your club to come down for an outing, stay over, braai etc so we can get to meet and  
have some fun.”

This  is  a  fantastic  opportunity  for  our  members.  Send  the  office  an  email  at 
admin@uhtc.co.za if you want details on how to book and would like a copy of the FFA 
magazine.

OBITUARY

R S CRASS 1921 TO 2011  
Bob Crass, who died in his ninetieth year last week, was a member of our Club from its 
earliest days to the present and who also was the Club Manager, after he retired, from 1986 
to 1992.

Bob joined what was then known as the “Natal Parks, Game and Fish Preservation Board” 
and has now become “KZN Wildlife”, as one of its scientists when he was a young man. His  
career was a distinguished one and he finally held the post of Chief Scientist in that body. An 
important part of his research was conducted on the fresh water fish in Natal, particularly 
concerned with trout. We owe much of our knowledge of these fish to his work and today 
we stock our dams and manage our waters largely in the way he showed us.

It is hard to believe now, in view of the prevailing antipathy towards the trout in our rivers,  
that  in the fifties the Parks  Board had a fisheries  officer stationed in the district  who, 
together  with  the  Chairman  of  the  Board,  attended  our  Annual  General  meetings.  The 
fisheries  officer  had  complete  control  of  all  the  waters  here,  could  visit  any  farm or 
smallholding at will and enforce the fishing regulations backed by the full authority of the 
law. Bob always attended those early meetings as the fisheries officer and as a member, 
where his advice on the fishing was invaluable.

Bob himself was an accomplished fisherman, an expert on the rivers here and the ways of 
the trout and the little animals that provided their food. He wrote books on the fresh water 
fishing and any tyro who wants to improve his fishing ability would do well to read them.
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In recent years, although he occasionally came to fish in the Umzimkulu, we did not see so 
much of him, but as he was a prolific writer of letters to the editor of the “Witness” his  
presence often seemed to be with us. Most of his letters were concerned with evolution and 
his  calm,  wise,  logical  arguments  seemed  to  most  of  us  irrefutable,  but  were  always 
followed by a flurry of letters from the fundamentalists and creationists trying to do just 
that. The only letters that had a hint of asperity in them were the ones in which he laid 
down the rules for determining when a decade, a century or a millennium ended. Here he 
was short and to the point. This is  how it’s  done and that is  that. Some years ago the 
“Witness”  was  writing  a  feature  on  the  district.  The  Journalist  who  visited  us  had 
interviewed Bob before coming up, as a letter writer to the paper and as an expert on the 
science of trout. Bob told him that the Upper Ericsberg stretch would be a good place to see 
on the river. The Journalist and I set out to see the beat and as we walked over the crest of 
a rise in the ground a magical sight opened up in front of us. It was a bright Spring day and 
the river was at its best, but there was a hatch of mayfly taking place and the water was 
boiling with the rings of feeding trout. Bob, far away in Howick, had chosen the perfect 
place to make an impression.

Bob’s legacy to us is a substantial one and our indebtedness to him is equally as great. He 
will not easily be forgotten.

Bill Simson

******** SPECIAL EVENT!!! ********

At the first meeting of the New Year the committee unanimously decided to right a long 
standing wrong and offer our dear ex Club Manager, Bill Simson honorary life membership. 
Bill  has  put  more  time  and  effort  into  keeping  the  club  going  than  any  other  single 
individual.

In order to mark Bills contributions and give our thanks the committee wishes to hold a 
special fishing festival on the 14th of May. The format will be a meet and drink on the Friday 
evening followed by a one day competition on the Saturday. On the Saturday night there will 
be a dinner in Bills honor. 

A formal invitation will go out on the email in the next week but please diarise this now and 
if you want to participate don't delay and send us a mail at admin@uhtrc.co.za.

If you need help with accommodation please let us know.

The  committee  hopes  to  hold  a  few  events  each  year  in  future  which  will  include 
informative talks, tie flying evenings, competitions, etc. 

That's it for this bumper issue of “the mag”. We hope to be seeing all our members 
on the water at some stage this year and if you could make it to Bills big day it'd be 
great to have you.

TIGHT LINES AND THE BEST IN 2011 FISHING!!!!
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STILL WATERS LIST

No 1 Lake Isabella

Equipment: 2  boats – 2 rods per boat
Other: Bank fishing / Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : YES Last stocked: 2009/930 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 9 Lake Ringstead

Equipment: 1  boat – 2 rods per boat
Other: Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2009/600 fish
Bag Limit: 1 x > 2,5kg Bass: None recorded

No 10 Mount Dragon

Equipment: 1  boats – 1 rods per boat
Other: Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2008/210 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 12 Palframan

Equipment: 3  boats – 2 rods per boat
Other: Bank fishing / Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : YES Last stocked: 2008/1100 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: YES

No 14 North End

Equipment: None
Other: Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2009/750 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: YES

No 15 Goxhill

Equipment: None
Other: Own boat / Float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2008/550 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: YES

No 17 Rocco's Dam

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 4 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: -
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 21 Trelevans 1,2,3

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2010/100, 200, 100 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded
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No 26 Lunds Dam

Equipment: 2  boats – 2 rods per boat
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : YES Last stocked: 2009/800 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: YES

No 28 Peakvale

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2008/400 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: YES

No 32 The Grange

Equipment: 1  boat – 2 rods
Other: Own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : YES Last stocked: 2010/50 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 34 Banavie

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2009/650 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 36 Ringstead Upper

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2010/250 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 37 Ringstead Lower

Equipment: 1  boat – 2 rods
Other: Own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : YES Last stocked: 2009/1000 fish
Bag Limit: 3 x > 450g Bass: None recorded

No 47 Blair Athol

Equipment: None
Other: Bank fishing / own boat / float tube – max 2 rods
Key required : NO Last stocked: 2009/600 fish
Bag Limit: 2 x > 450g Bass: None recorded
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RIVER WATER LIST

No 51 Tretower Upper

No 52 Tretower Lower

No 53 Ericsberg Upper

No 54 Ericsberg Lower

No 55 The Banks

No 56 The Rocks Upper

No 57 The Rocks Middle

No 58 The Rocks Lower

No 65 The Grange

No 60 Watermead Upper

No 61 Watermead Middle

No 62 Watermead Lower

No 76 Wimples
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